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Cybersecurity
Tools/Products
COLOTRAQ Cybersecurity Services
COLOTRAQ Cybersecurity Services can help an enterprise develop a
comprehensive and integrated cybersecurity strategic plan and implement every
aspect of its cybersecurity requirements including IT Infrastructure, Compliance &
Certification, Legal Planning, Forensics & Recovery, Insurance as well as
Training & Prevention. COLOTRAQ can provide a thorough Cybersecurity Risk
Assessment, Audit Reviews, Vulnerability Testing, Incident Response as well as
Penetration Testing and Compliance Validation. Our highly experienced and
certified Cybersecurity experts are ready to take on any cybersecurity challenge
an organization is facing and prepare them for the ones they haven’t seen yet.

Comprehensive Cyber Risk Scorecard (NormShield)
The Comprehensive Cyber Risk Scorecard evaluates a company’s cyber risk
posture in nineteen security categories and one informational category (digital
footprint). The security categories are divided into four main groups:





Safeguard - Digital Footprint, Patch Management, Application Security,
Website Security and CDN Security
Reputation - Brand Monitoring, IP/Domain Reputation, Web Ranking,
Fraudulent Apps and Fraudulent Domain
Resiliency - Attack Surface, DNS Health, Email Security, DDOS
Resiliency and Network Security
Privacy - Leaked Credential, SSL/TLS Strength, Hacktivist Shares,
Social Network and Information Disclosure

Cybersecurity Resource Planning (ClearArmor)
The CSRP is a unique offering. CSRP provides full understand of the relationship
between business, technology, risk, and CyberSecurity. The offering provides the
ability to manage the clients’ cyber program as well as perform foundational
technical functions. The result is designed, structured, sustainable, and
standards based CyberSecurity. Based on our offering, ClearArmor was recently
accepted into the NIST Cyber Security Center of
Excellence (NCCoE).
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The CSRP is comprised of two elements:
1.

2.

Momentum Methodology (M2), the complete practitioner guided
process to assess, configure, and design the clients CyberSecurity
program. M2 will guide the client through the assessment, gap analysis,
roadmap creation, governance, cyber PMO (CMO), etc. M2 feeds into
the configuration of the ICSP as well as setup and management of the
program.
Intelligent CybersSecurity Platform (ICSP), provides the application
interfaces, and technology stack to manage the framework, audit, risk
management, systems scanning, vulnerabilities identification, mapping
of data points (business to technology), training, and phishing
simulations.
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Hacking Portal (InnoTec)
With InnoTec’s Hacking Portal, your organization will have a vulnerability
management lifecycle tool. It allows for prioritization efforts and facilitates the
management of vulnerabilities. This tool helps your company decrease the
exposition time against threats and ensures that the process is conducted correctly.

InnoTec Services that make the difference.
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Expertise combined with the most advanced technology







SmartSOC provides our services with an advanced cyber-intelligence
exchange model among the main international actors within the cybersecurity environment.
Major organizations and international excellence centers endorse our
services. We are members of FIRST and Trusted Introducer and we
work with: UN, NATO, OEA/CICTE, Carnegie-Mellon/CERT-CC,
APWG, CCN or INCIBE.
Strategic alliances with major manufactures to offer our clients the latest
technology and best solutions, being technologically independent.
Main International Certifications. International cyber-security institutions
certify our team knowledge and wide cross-sector experience.

LightHouse (InnoTec)
A comprehensive solution for security indicators and dashboards, created to
meet your specific needs. With LightHouse, you will provide your organization
with an end to end security perspective. By integrating different sources into the
suite, you will be able to create security indicators that will guarantee a continous
level of security improvement.

MIST (InnoTec)
InnoTec’s integral metadata treatment system designed to maintain the
confidentiality and privacy of office files and documents, avoid sensitive
information leaks, and prevent the risk threats of hidden data.

PLEX 360 (PLEX LLC)
As the name states, the 360 Security Test provides a complete vulnerability
assessment. Understanding your current security posture is an important first
step to improving it. PLEX has deep technical expertise in vulnerability
assessment and identifying cybersecurity risks to your organization. Using a
variety of commercial and open source security testing tools, PLEX security
testers perform in-depth, real world attack scenarios and technical security
testing. We properly assess the impact of identified security issues in the context
of your business goals and priorities.
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Rapid Cyber Risk Scorecard (NormShield)
The Rapid Cyber Risk Scorecard evaluates a company in ten security-related
categories and one informational category (digital footprint). Each category
provides specific information about an aspect of a firm’s cyber security posture.
The security-related categories are divided into four main groups:
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Safeguard - Patch Management and Website/Application Security
Resiliency - DNS Health and Email Security
Privacy - Leaked Credentials, Information Disclosure and Fraudulent
Domains
Reputation - Brand Monitoring, Web Ranking and IP/Domain
Reputation

Red Team (InnoTec)
With Red Team, InnoTec’s advanced intrusion services, we put ourselves in the
attacker’s shoes in order to identify the vulnerabilities that can be used to
compromise your organization’s assets. Our team of experts simulates real
attacks based on your organization’s maturity level and without neglecting any of
the vulnerable domains: digital, physical and human.

SmartSOC (InnoTec)
Our advanced security operations center, aka SmartSOC, combines intelligence
and state-of-the-art technology to enable our team to deliver services and
solutions that work against threats that could affect your organization. Our
SmartSOC offers 24x7 security risk monitoring and incident response services,
aimed at the prevention and mitigation of threats that affect our clients.

SpruceIT Security Services
Data Wipe/Destruction – A convenient solution to reduce the risk of costly
security breaches by permanently erasing or destroying data on desktop/laptop
computers and servers.
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